
80-90% Miscarriage Rate for Pfizer’s Covid
Vaccine–CDC forced to issue

major correction

From Lifesite News:

“Initially the study was published with Table 4 showing “Spontaneous Abortion” after

vaccination. The authors claimed that 104 pregnancy losses divided by 827 pregnancies

resulted in 12.6% pregnancy loss rate, which is within a normal range. However, as

Deanna McLeod, a professional cancer data analyst from Kaleidoscope Strategic Inc.in

Toronto, and her colleagues pointed out in a letter to the NEJM, in the tiny print below

the table was a statement that a “total of 700 participants received their first eligible

dose in the third trimester.” Since the definition of spontaneous abortion pertains to

pregnancy loss under 20 weeks gestation, that meant 700 women didn’t belong in the

denominator because when they were vaccinated, they were already past the point of

being able to have a spontaneous abortion. So, properly read, the fraction changed from

104/827 to 104/127 (81.9%). Hence, an 82% pregnancy loss rate for the first trimester

pregnancies.”

“The CDC experts wrote a correction but the New England Journal of Medicine actually

just erased the faulty denominator from the original publication and kept all the same

conclusions.”

It’s called “gaslighting.”
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michael burgwin January 31, 2022 at 12:56 pm

Reblogged this on Unorthodox Truth.
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thecovidpilot January 31, 2022 at 2:15 pm

Thank you.
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barovsky March 10, 2022 at 4:56 pm

I can’t get my head around the enormity of the crime committed on our persons! Thank

goodness the Global South couldn’t afford the jab or it would have been even worse!

Every last one of them ‘experts’ included, need a Nuremburg-type trial before the

world’s population.

This is a Thalidomide Moment!
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